
	  
Socializing: Listening and speaking exercises 

 

PART 1 INTRODUCTIONS AND CONVERSATION TECHNIQUES 

 

1 Which of these expressions do you hear? (IE3 1.6.2) 

1. How do you do. 

2. How are you doing? 

3. How are you? 

4. It’s very nice to meet you. 

5. May I introduce …? 

6. Pleased to meet you. 

7. Could I just introduce … ? 

8. This is … 

9. Nice to meet you. 

10. It was nice meeting you. 

 

2  Which statements below refer to – the man (M) or the woman (W)? (WB new p 44. 7.1) 

1 ask questions   M   W 

2 tries to involve the other speaker   M   W 

3 gives one word answers M   W 

4 takes responsibility for the success of the conversation M   W 

5 does not give many details M   W 

6 makes positive comments M   W 

 

3 Listen to a similar conversation. Which of these techniques are used? (7.2) 

1. be friendly 

2. share experience 

3. show interest in what other person is saying 

4. repeat back question that you have just been asked 

5. don't try to dominate the conversation and take equal responsibility for its success 

6. if there is a pause in the conversation, refer back to what someone has said earlier 

 

4  Remember the questions she asks. Then write them down (BO p 22, 2.7)   

 

5 Listen, what makes this a better conversation? (2.8) 

 

6 What techniques do they use? (BO p 23) Listening 2.9 

 

 

 



PART 2 UNDERSTANSING MOTHER TONGUE SPEAKERS 

	  
1 Listening and answer the questions (IE3 new WB 7.4, p 46) 

1. Who does the caller want to speak to? 

2. What is the caller's name? 

3. What is his telephone number? 

4. What kind of problem is he calling about? 

 

2 Listen and write down the exact phrases used to check whether the caller said: 

(IE3 new WB 7.5, p 46) 

Tuesday or Thursday 

thirteen or thirty 

can or cannot 

 

3 Write a question for a hotel receptionist to clarify the word in bold. 

Examples: 

Customer: I need for room for the seventh of May. 

Receptionist: You need a room for which month sorry? 

Customer: I want to book 16 rooms. 

Receptionist: Sorry is that one six or six zero? 

 

Customer: I need for room for the seventh of May. 

Receptionist: ____________________________________________________________ 

Customer: I need a room for two nights. 

Receptionist: ____________________________________________________________ 

Customer: I need a double room for two nights. 

Receptionist: ____________________________________________________________ 

Customer: I need a room for three people for two nights. 

Receptionist: ____________________________________________________________ 

Customer: I need a room with a sea view. 

Receptionist: ____________________________________________________________ 

Customer: I need at the back of the hotel. 

Receptionist: ____________________________________________________________ 

Customer: My name is Rupert Burgess. 

Receptionist: ____________________________________________________________ 

Customer: My address is 18, Manchester Avenue. 

Receptionist: ____________________________________________________________ 

Customer: I want a room for next Thursday. 

Receptionist: ____________________________________________________________ 

 

 



4 Ask your partner some questions, like this (even if you already know the answer): 

You: So where do you come from?   You: So which project are you working on? 

They: From Turkmenistan.    They: The JamesBond project. 

You: From where sorry?    You: The what project sorry? 

Other: How long have you been working at your institute? How have Berlusconi's cuts in education affected 
your institute? What did you study at university? Where are going for your holidays this summer? 

 

5 Social Empathy Quiz  

This test examines your ability to project yourself into social situations and to form the correct opinion. The 
more often you draw the right conclusions, the greater will be your ability to make the right decisions in 
contact with other people. Study these experiments, carried out by social psychologists, and decide which 
results they found. Only one of the alternatives is correct. 
 
1) American social scientists investigated the behaviour of American voters during the election campaign. 
They wanted to find out whether voters paid more attention to the propaganda of their own party or to that of 
other parties. How did the voters behave? 
 a They paid equal attention to all political parties. 
 b They tried hard to understand the propaganda of other parties. 
 c They noted above all the propaganda of their own party. 
 
2) If, on first contact with another person, you have strong feelings of dislike, will further contacts: 
 a  improve the relationship? 
 b not essentially alter the relationship? 
 c worsen the relationship? 
 
3) Some social researchers wanted to find out whether people show more interest in familiar things than in 
unknown things. They asked subjects (Group A) who had bought new cars recently to look through car 
magazines. As a control group (Group B), car owners who had owned the same car for years looked at the 
same magazines. Who studied more advertisements for their own car? 
 a Group A. 
 b Group B. 
 c There was no difference. 
 
4) An English social psychologist showed a group of people pictures of different faces. Some pictures were 
shown up to twenty times, others only twice. Which faces did the viewers respond to more positively? 
 a The faces shown less often. 
 b The faces shown frequently. 
 c There was no difference. 
 
5) The social scientist, Hare, wanted to find out whether someone who remains silent, or someone who joins 
in, adjusts more readily to group opinion. Who is more influenced by the group? 
 a The silent person. 
 b The person who joins in. 
 c Both are equally strongly influenced. 
 

6 Listen (IE3 new WB 6.2) 

1. What points from Ex 5 do they mention? 

2. What are the main characteristics of talkers? 

3. Why is interpreting body language important during a conversation? 

4. What is 'social feedback'? Why is it important? 

5. Why is being a listener potentially a problem in a work context? 

6. Who are the best language learners? In what specific areas? 

 



7 Listen again. Which of these points do they mention? (IE3 new WB 6.2) 

1. We only listen at 25% of our capacity 

2. Need to become active listener 

3. Check you are understanding 

4. Frequently ask for repetition 

5. Communication is two way 

6. th problem for native speakers too 

7. Read listening scripts 

 

 

8 Complete the questions (IE3 new WB 6.3) 

1. A talker or a listener, what do you ______ exactly? 

2. You say they have their own agenda. Can you be a bit more _______ ? 

3. _____ any other particular characteristics of talkers? 

4. So, ______ that talkers are unable to read the signs? 

5. So, _______ listeners? 

6. And _______ does all this affect language learning? 

 

9 Are the sounds the same or different? (IE3 new WB 6.4) 

1. days / base 

2. source / course 

 

3. wants / once 

4. precedent / president 

5. choose / juice 

6. size / wise 

7. this / these 

 

10 What percentage/number of people would  (6.5) 

1. lie to their boss? 

2. report dishonest practice? 

3. give a clean reference to a dishonest member of staff leaving their company? 

4. lie on their CV in Britain? 

5. lie on their CV in America? 

 

11 Complete these sentences. (IE3 new SB 6.6) 

1. _____ sick _______________ you were just feeling a bit tired? 

2. _______________ you say forty - four zero? 

3. Sorry, you've _______________ ? 

4. _______________ that 80% of Americans who answered ..... 

 

12 Listen to a psychology professor talking about how to recognize if someone is lying. At each 
beep, decide which of the questions below it would be most appropriate to ask. (6.7) 

a. So you are saying that their story doesn't make complete sense? 

b. So you don't even need to actually meet or know someone to tell if they are lying? 

c. Sorry, they have to detect what? 

d. So how does your childhood make any difference? 

e. What do you mean by 'pitch'? 


